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A valuable resource
In six thematic issues per year, Latin American Perspectives provides
a critical analysis of Latin America’s political economy—capitalism, imperialism,
and socialism.

In-depth articles about the movements, ideas, and conflicts shaping the course of events
in the region.

Access to the voices of Latin America’s critical intellectuals and leading activists

A multidisciplinary view
Latin American Perspectives’s vital multidisciplinary analysis includes:

Anthropology
Critical Theory
Economics and Political Economy
Political Science and International Relations
Sociology and Social Movements

Geography, Ecology, and Urban Studies
History
Media, Literature, Art, and Culture
Women’s, Gender, and Ethnic Studies
Film Studies and Reviews

Brazil: Assessing the Past Half Decade
• Anticorruption and Imperialist Blind Spots: The Role of the United States in Brazil’s Long Coup
  by Brian Mier, Bryon Pitts, Kathy Swartz, Rafael R. Ibarra, and Sean T. Mitchell
  Understanding Brazil’s New Right and its Impact on Social Policy
  by Lars Lisbon Farias

• Popular Peasan Feminism in La Via Campesina in Latin America
  by Silvio Fattina Schenker

COVID 19 Coronavirus: Pandemic Politics in Latin America
• Introduction: COVID 19 Coronavirus: Pandemic Politics in Latin America
  by Thomas Greider-Thordarson, Alexander Scott, and Ariel M. Wilson

• Gendered Economic impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic and Rural Women’s Livelihood Strategies in Mexico’s Mixteca Alta
  by Matthew Lorenzen, Fátima Martínez-Raya, and Quetzalidad Orozco-Ramirez

• The Pandemic, the Crisis of the Neoliberal Model, and the Emergence of Digital Capitalism: The New Labor Market Environment
  by Odilio Castillo Fernández

Music, Politics, and Social Movements in Latin America
• Introduction: Music, Politics, and Social Movements in Latin America
  by Jonathan Ritter

• “Apagando el Sistema”: Fusion Music as Protest Soundscape in Lima, Peru
  by Alissa Vr

• Interpreting Repressive and Economic Threats: Música contestaria and Collective Resistance in Central America
  by Paul Almeida and Luis Rubén González Márquez

A New Dawn or a False Hope for Mexico’s Left?
Overcoming Neoliberal Legacies in an Uncertain World
• Introduction: A New Dawn or a False Hope for Mexico’s Left?
  Overcoming Neoliberal Legacies in an Uncertain World
  by Vincente Siko

• Neoliberal Resource Nationalism: The Scramble for Mexico’s Hydrocarbons
  by Tomás A. Wattmer

• The State, Accumulation, and Oaxaca’s Earthquake Survivors: Three Mechanisms of Inequality
  by Alessandro Morosh

For over four decades Latin American Perspectives has been the journal to turn to for critical perspectives on the region’s complex socio-economic and political processes. It would be difficult to teach Latin American Studies without it.

Carmen Diana Deere, University of Florida
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Use these special discounts to subscribe to LAP

Students: $29/€18
LAPStudent2024

Individuals: $51/€38
LAP2024

LASA members: $41/€30
LASAMBR2024

Contact Customer Service (email journals@sagepub.com) to subscribe and mention the appropriate discount.

These subscriptions are print only.

Recommend LAP to your librarian

Latin American Perspectives (ISSN: 0094-582X) is published six times per year by Sage. Combined institutional subscription (Print + E-access) — $997.00 / £586.00.

E-access and Print Only subscriptions are available at a discounted rate. E-access includes ongoing access to the volume year subscribed and temporary access back to 1999. To download a free sample issue, click on the link in the right hand column on lap.sagepub.com

Increase your collection with back issues

Single Issue Prices: Individual $14.00 / £10.00
Institution $197.00 / £116.00

For a listing of back issues, visit journals.sagepub.com/loi/lap

Order classroom issues

LAP special issues make excellent text supplements for the classroom and can serve as convenient reference materials for seminars, conferences, and workshops. These issues are an ideal way of bringing affordable, up-to-date research to those who need it most: your students.

If you would like to purchase multiple copies of issues or adopt them for your classroom, Sage offers discounts to college professors and bookstores. Rates are as follows:

5 – 9 copies
20% off

10 – 24 copies
30% off

25 or more copies
50% off

For more information on multiple-copy prices or to order, call Sage Customer Care at (800) 818-7243 in the U.S. or (815) 499-9774 outside the U.S., or email journals@sagepub.com.

Latin American Perspectives is the most important resource available providing in-depth progressive analyses of developments in Latin America. It is the unmissable journal!

Alfredo Saad Filho, SOAS, University of London